SUZUKI RM125X MOTOCROSSER

FLAT-OUT
FULL FLOATER
Better late than never

iming is everything. Johnny Carson can ease out a one-liner and
bring chuckles and grins from the audi
ence. Your Uncle Ernie tells the same
joke, word for word, and everybody
heads off for a fresh beer.
Yes, timing is critical in the mosickle
business, too. Especially in the 125
class, where impulse buyers abound.
What’s hot and new, sells. Everything
else languishes on the dealers’ floors.
Kawasaki came out first... their 125
bristling with horsepower. But, alas,
it was air-cooled and the reception was
less than wonderful. Still, because
they did get out early and had an im
proved engine, they sold more units
than they would have otherwise. Good
timing.
Yamaha and Honda blitzed the pub
lic a month later with all-new hardware.
And, as the rumors had predicted,
both were radically changed and water- up and rushed off to the race tracks.
cooled to boot.
Perhaps Suzuki tantalized the racing
The battle was shaping up nicely. public so much that it nearly drove
Some folks jumped right in and bought
them mad with anticipation.
a KX, YZ or a CR, while others
Timing? Or just luck?
thought they’d wait just a few weeks
Was it worth the w-ait?
for the Suzukis. After all, they could
If you race on bumpy, rough tracks,
be hot this year. And no 125 racer
yes. If you compete on mostly easy,
wants to be seen on anything but the
smooth, high-speed tracks, no.
hottest equipment.
You see, what makes the RM125 a
The patient waited. And waited. great bike—instead of just a good bike
And waited some more. Excuses were
—is that magical rear suspension. Just
given. Stories fabricated. Delay after
like its big brother, the RM250X, the
delay. There were those in the industry
125 literally eats the whoops and ruts.
who thought that Suzuki might have
The harder they’re hit, the better the
committed moto-cide by waiting too
bike works. It feels like a junior ver
long.
sion of the RM250 we tested last
But, when the first of the RMs hit
month, and, for all practical purposes,
the dealers’ floors, they were snapped
it is.

T

Blanket statements, right up front

Question:— Is it as fast as the YZ125H?
Answer:—No. Inacorner-to-corner
race, the YZ is a fraction quicker. May
be a length at most. But, it’s not slow.
Question:—How’s the suspension
compared to the YZ?
Answer: Better; far better at the rear
and about the same up front.
Question: Which one turns best?
Answer:—Easy, the YZ.
Question:— Which one will turn the
fastest lap times?
Answer:— On a rough track, the
RM, riding skill being equal. On a
turning track filled with tight twisties,
probably the YZ. On a smooth, fast
track, the YZ.
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Why it does what it does

Now that we’ve given away all of the
answers instead of making you wait
until the end of the test, you are under
a sacred obligation to find out why
these things are.
That rear end

Flash 'em your
true colors—join
the Action Team
CAPS — The perfect fit for all seasons. One
size fits all.
WALLETS — Strong, durable, brilliant colors,
holds all kinds of money. Special
see-through plastic card holder
included. Don't delay. Order now!
I CAN'T WAIT-SEND ME:
MOTOCROSS ACTION Wallet: □ RED □ TAN □ BLUE
DIRTBIKEWaWet: □ RED □ TAN □ BLUE
$7.95 each plus $1.50 postage and handling.
Make checks (U.S. funds) payable
to Plus Products,
Box 14945,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114
Canadian add $1, otherforeign
add $2 (U.S. funds).
DB7-1

MOTOCROSS ACTION Cap: □ RED □ BLUE
DIRTBIKECap: □ RED □ BLUE
$6.95 each plus $1.50 postage and handling.
NAME _______________________________________________
ADDRESS_____________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ____________________________________

It’s called a Full Floater, which is
nothing more than a clever name for a
rising rate suspension. For a relatively
ungarbled explanation of this rising
rate stuff, please steal a copy of last
month’s Dirt Bike and read the RM250
test. We will not repeat ourselves just
to inform a non-regular reader. Suf
fice it to say, the Full Floater is a vari
able suspension lever ratio setup that
works nice and soft on the small
bumps and firms up for bumps that
take the suspension into the deep part
of its stroke.
A single, upright aluminum-bodied
shock is mounted rather far forward
on the massive aluminum alloy swingarm and is connected to a rocker by a
pair of rods. According to the Suzuki
people, the shock is compressed from
both ends, rather than being squeezed
from the bottom, as in a conventional
shock. Hence, the floating load yields
the name.
To appreciate the action of the FF
rear end, find a nice, miserable section
of real estate with somegenuine bumps.
None of that namby-pamby terrain.
We mean stuff that’ll push your kid
neys right through the top of your
helmet.
Now go out and make a pass through
this section at a reasonable speed. Then,
hit it again at a slightly increased speed.
Keep it up until fear or common sense
forces you to quit. Because the bike
won’t. As long as that throttle is kept
pegged and the rear wheel is driving,
the Suzuki will suck up any bumps in
its path.
One word of caution: While you’re
indulging in this controlled lunacy, do .
not back off the throttle. If you do, all
of the good manners of the RM go
right out the window with the dirtv
bath water and the dead parakeet. Not
a pretty picture, to say the least.
One can safely call the RM a * ‘ poweron” handler. When you decide to
come down from speed, as during
breaking for a turn, your weight must
be kept well back—more so than with
other bikes. The front end has a ten
dency to squat. Not as bad as the RM250, but it’s still there.

Forks alive!

The small, fin/ess cylinder looks small but don't be fooled; it's potent. Nestled under
the tank is the floater reservoir, quite a distance from the shock itself.

While we thought the forks on the
250 were adequate, on the 125 they’re
very good units. The 125 is a lighter,
shorter machine, with a bit less travel
than the 250. Because the forks per
form so well on the 125, it’s our guess
that they’re not all that far off on the
250.
We’d have to rate the bump-absorb
ing ability of the forks at least as high
as those on the Yamaha, which has
been our standard of excellence for
125s so far this year.
We ran no air in the forks on our test
bike, but we did raise the oil level
about 15mm over the stock recommen
dations. But then, our test riders are
heavier than the average 125 rider.
This alone speaks highly of the suspen
sion on the RM125. If a pair of twohundred-pounders can ride and enjoy
the RM125 in basically stock trim,
then it has to be a decent setup.
Suzuki recommends 10-weight oil in
the forks. Later in the test we tried a 6weight oil and were pleased with the
results. The ability to absorb sharp
bumps was improved dramatically,
even though there was a slight bottom
ing on the very worst jumps with the
heavier riders aboard. With the lighter
oil, the rebound stroke was a bit
quicker, but as long as we rode the
bike in a thoroughly aggressive man
ner, this was an advantage. A begin
ner, or Novice-level rider, might want
to stay with the 10-weight oil.
Stuffing, turning, pivots and divots

Probably the best rear end on the market, the Floater swingarm is an aluminum
number— and very rigid.

You might say that the RM125 turns
like it takes the bumps: under power,
JUL Y1981 /DIRT BIKE
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STICKERS!
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SUZUKI RM125X
Name and model....... ..............Suzuki RM125X
Engine type..........Single-cylinder, water-cooled
reed-valved, two-stroke
Bore and stroke......... ................. 54mmx54mm
(2.126 inches x 2.126 inches)
Displacement........... . 123cc (7.5 cubic inches)
Horsepower............... ............................. N/A
Carburetion ............... ................. 32mm Mikuni
Factory recommended jetting:
.................................230
Main jet
...................................Q6
Needle jet
......................... 6FP35-2
Jet needle
Pilot jet
........ ...................................30
................................... 2.0
Slide number
Recommended gasoline..................... Premium
92-plus octane
Fuel tank capacity
............................. Plastic
Fuel tank material
Lubrication............... ..........Oil in gas, pre-mix
Suzuki C:C.1 at 20:1 ratio
Recommended oil
........................... N/A
Oil capacity ...............
Airfiltration
Oiled foam, two layers, two filters
.............
Wet, multi-plate
Clutch type.................
Transmission............ Six-speed constant mesh
Gearbox ratios:
1............................... .................. 2.333(28/12)
2............................... ...................1.750(28/16)
3............................... ................. 1.411(24/17)
4......................... ................. 1.190(25/21)
................. 1.045(23/22)
5.............................
6............................... ................. 0.956(22/23)
............................... 12/51
Gearing, front/rear
..............Suzuki PEI, CDI
Ignition.....................
Primary kick system?
Recommended spark plug............NGK B8EGV
ND W24ES-G
Silencer/spark arrestor/
.
Silencer
only,
fairly noisy
quality...................

or not at all. Try to steer the RM
through a flat corner with the power
partially on, and who knows where the
front end will go? It might move over a
few feet, or merely wiggle out enough
to scare you silly. But, if you nail the
throttle and get that rear wheel driv
ing, the front end will snap right into
line and go where your body-lean
directs the bike.
Oddly, you can enter that same flat
turn with the power completely
chopped off, and, if your weight is for
ward, you can do a tidy little pivot
quite nicely, thank you. However, as

Exhaust system........ High-pipe, through frame
Frame, type............Single downtube, split cradle
Wheelbase
. . 1440mm (56.7 inches)
. . ,345mm (13.6 inches)
Ground clearance .
Seat height................. ......................... 36 inches
Steering head angle . ................... 29.5 degrees
Trail............................. ... .121 mm (4.76inches)
Weight with one gallon gas........... 204 pounds
(dry, 194 pounds)
Rim material
............. Aluminum alloy
Tire size and type:
Front....................... ..............3.00x21 knobby
Rear....................... ..............4.10x18 knobby
Suspension, type and travel:
Front....................... ..........Air/oil, telescopic
285mm (11.22 inches)
Rear
. Single-shock, rising rate
312mm (12.28 inches)
Intended use..............
................... Motocross
Country of origin . . ............................. Japan
Approx, retail price . ............................... $1579
Distributor:
3251 East Imperial Hwy.
P.O. Box 1100
Brea. California 92621
Overall rating. 0 to 100. various categories.
keeping intended use of machine in mind:
Handling................. .....................................96
Suspension ............ .....................................98
(rear, 99; front, 97)
Power.................
.....................................95
Cost ..................... .....................................92
Attention to detail .....................................90
Effectiveness, stone stock......................... 97

soon as the RM is just about through
with the off-power flop-turn, it’s best
to get right back on the power—and
get on it hard!
Driving forces, motivations
and forward motion

We already told you that the YZ was
fractionally quicker and ruined the sus
pense for you. But what kind of power
does the RM125X produce? Think
back, if you will, to the RM125C bike.
Well, it’s that sort of spread of power,
but a lot more of it everywhere. There
is nothing to speak of at the bottom;
the midrange comes on at a decent

Send 50* for each sticker above or $24 for all 52
Get our new catalog of over 1200 stickers plus
5 FREE samples (our choice) for only $3
Send your money and list of what you want to:

STICK-EM UP
1858 Catalina Court, Dept. A
Livermore, Ca 94550
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CATALOG
The new 1981 MOTO-X FOX CATALOG is hot off the
press! 64 color drenched pages full of the latest in SuperFox
clothing, Fox Factory suspension and Moto-X Fox accessories.
• FREE! Team Moto-X Fox & Fox Factory stickers with
each catalog order.
• $5 DISCOUNT! With catalog purchase you receive a $5
discount coupon good for $5 off a minimum purchase from
Moto-X Fox.

| Enclosed please find $5.00, please send me a copy of the new
| 1981 MOTO-X FOX catalog, plus free stickers and $5.00 disI count coupon.
| Name:________________________________________________________________
| Address:______________________________________________________________
_State_

| City

i

DB-7

Moto-X Fox, 520 McGlincy Lane, Campbell, CA 95008, U.S.A.

Send $2.00 for
our new catalog.

“When we got our first Yamaha TT250,”says Dan White, it didn’t take brother
Tom bng to “adopt” it as his own. He built a longer swingarm for better handling,
designed a new spring for the monoshock, lengthened the travel to 10 inches arid
added an oil reservoir. Up front he bumped the fork travel to 10 inches and installed air
caps. “Then he attacked the motor. He started with a high compression 250, then
went to a 265cc and when that was perfected, took it a step further to a 272cc motor.
He added a cam, ported the head, built a pipe with a Super Trapp silencer and topped
it off with an airbox, custom-made manifold, 34mm DelOrto pumper carb and a
whirlpool throttle.”
“When it was all done Tom had a fire breathing 272cc TT Yamaha that works
so well we can’t get him off it. If you want the absolute TT250 we can take yours and
make it just like Tom’s—a competitive four stroke that’s an absolute blast to ride.”
The Wizards at White Bros—they created Thumper Thunder!
11611 Salinaz Dr. State “M"
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714)-638-1653
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time with proper punch and the en
gine will rev out nicely. Not overwhelm
ing, but good, useable, 125 racer-type
power.
A few folks told us that the air box
setup on the RM was on the restrictive
side, so we tried a small experiment.
After cleaning the bike one day, we re
moved the right side filters completely
and made a pass or two down the pave
ment. The bike did feel stronger, but
naturally, there was a hint of detona
tion telling us that no air box modifica
tions should be made without the
proper re-jetting.
Watercooling... Suzuki style

It seems that everyone has their own
approach to just where that cumber
some radiator ought to be. Most 125
racers agree that watercooling is a
necessary evil on the small bikes. Ya
maha mounts their radiator on the
forks. Honda slips a pair of them up
high on the tank. KTM mounts theirs
cleverly in a horizontal position under
the tank. Suzuki chooses to mount the
cooler on the frame downtube. It’s
lower than the rest, but a bit vulner
able to damage. Kawasaki keeps theirs
on the shelf in the back of the factory.
Of the four different approaches,
we like the well-thought-out KTM sys
tem the best; the Suzuki system the
next best, although the radiator is par
tially blocked off from a clean air flow
by the front wheel and fender. To com
pensate for this, Suzuki has a large
cowling that scoops air into the radia
tor. It also scoops in anything else that
might happen to be in the air at the
same time. A sturdy screen protects
the cooling fins from rocks and debris,
but mud can collect easily. With each
Suzuki, there’s a plastic louver kit that
can be clipped in place. This is sup
posed to keep excess mud from build
ing up. What you end up with is a radia
tor grill that looks like a Venetian blind
designed by an Iranian rugmaker. Odd,
at best.
Still, the radiator does a great job of
cooling. We rode the RM in one race
on a very sloppy, over-watered track
and a great deal of goop got on the
radiator. No problem.
It takes a great deal of time to warm
up the RM125 properly. The Race
Preparation Manual supplied with
each RM warns that at least three to
five minutes of fast idle are needed be
fore the bike should be ridden. Not
only will the bike run poorly if it isn’t
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AIR FILTEF

ENDORSED BY KEITH McCARTY
The very finest twin-stage foam air filters for all popular
dirt bikes.
The outer stage is of a semi-coarse open pore foam to
cttch all large and medium size particles down to 375
microns. It also allows full breathing.
The inner layer is a very fine open pore foam that will
catch all small and extra small particles that may have
penetrated the outer stage down to 180 microns.
The sealing foam is a closed cell foam to prevent
particles from passing through to provide an air tight seal
between filter and air box.

GUARANTEED
The Hi-Point filter is guaranteed against the
seams ever tearing or splitting apart.

warmed up, but there’s the distinct pos
sibility of a cold seizure. This occurs
when the metals haven’t reached their
proper expansion and the bike is run
too hard. We found it best to warm the
bike up at least five minutes at a fast
idle, then make a half-dozen passes
through the gears to clean the motor
out, before reporting to the starting
line. Failure to go through this ritual
just about guarantees a blubbery, ratty
start every time.
Our test bike was dropped a few
times. We fully expected to rip off the
plastic cowling in a low side, but this
never occurred.
Minor problems

The rear edge of the saddle, near the
fender, ripped open for no apparent
reason. Inspection showed that the
white plastic base underneath is very
sharp and actually cuts through the
thinnish vinyl covering. The same
thing happened to our RM250. We
checked out some other Suzukis and
found this to be a common problem.
It was next to impossible to keep the
rear fender on. It’s attached to the
back of the saddle by small bolts and,
in spite of regular tightening, they kept
falling out. We had to resort to DiscLock washers and Loctite.
When abused, our clutch started to
protest. The hand lever would start
losing some of its throw and we’d have
to ride for a while without using the
clutch, until it cooled down. It would
return fairly soon. To play it safe, we
suggest that all RM125X owners
change the gearbox oil after each race
day.

This specially formulated Twin Air G.P. Filter Oil
is recommended by Keith McCarty, National M-X
winning mechanic, for all foam air filters. Its unique
properties traps all dust and dirt and sheds water
that may splash on the filter.

PICK-UP YOUR HURRICANE
FILTERS AT YOUR HI-POINT
RACING PRODUCTS DEALER
HI-POINT RACING PRODUCTS

Penlon Imports Company

KEITH McCARTY

3709 W. Erie Ave.. Lorain, OH 44053
9604 Oates Dr., Sacramento. CA 95827

ALL-NEW
VOLUME II
The second issue of the hot
test selling Dirt Wheels maga
zine is hitting the newsstand on
June 30. If you can't find it at
your newsstand, hurry and we
will send a copy directly to you
for only $2.50 plus 75 cents for
postage and handling.
Dirt Wheels. It's the only
magazine to give you the total
picture on the fast-growing
three-wheel and Odyssey sport.
Whether you're into racing,
tech ideas, or
playing
around —
we've got
you covered.

VOLUME I
Also, there are a few copies of the first issue of
Dirt Wheels still available. Send in for both
— you'll be glad you did.
Make check or money order payable to: DIRTWHEELS, Box 317, Encino, California 91316
SEND ME: □V0LUME1; DALL-NEW V0LUME2
Please enclose $2.50 plus 75 cents post- ..
age and handling for each issue ordered.-------------------------------------------------------Canada add $1.50 and all other foreign
Address___________________________________
add $2.50 postage and handling for each
issue ordered. (U.S. funds, please)
City/State/Zip_________________________ _—
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^SrdeTthesetougi^DuPon^
Cordura Travel Packs
direct from manufacturer—
for Best Deal Ever!
Dura® Day Pack
Get a top-quality Day Pack made of dur
able, abrasion resistant DuPont Cordura® .
Looks and feels like “Duck'' canvas—yet
it's lighter and outwears canvas. Water
proofed with an extra-heavy urethane
coating — unaffected by rot or mildew.
Large zippered capacity, 15" high, 17"
wide, 6" depth. Comfortably padded,
adjustable, reinforced ^
straps. Zippered out- #
side pocket for “extra"
capacity. Specify
plus $1.00 for
shipping & handling
brown or tan.
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SUZUKI RM125X
As we’ve come to expect, the motor
mount bolts on the RM125X were a bit
small for the holes. This translated
into quite a bit of vibration for such a
small bike. It might be a good idea to
drill out all of the motor mounts slight
ly, to the next size up, and slide in
some good-quality American aircraft
fasteners.
Adjusting the preload on the single
shock was grim. The manual recom
mends that the shock be removed for
the operation, but that’s a 20-minute
job, from start to finish, working at a
brisk pace with no interruptions.
We merely resorted to tapping on
the jam and adjuster nuts with a rod
through the bottom edge of the protec
tive rubber flap between the tire and
the shock. In short order, we start garring up the notches, as the adjusters
are made of aluminum.

Dura®Sport Duffel
Great as a gym bag or for short
trips. Features rugged yet light
weight DuPont Cordura® material
that looks and feels like “Duck”
canvas yet outwears canvas. Heavy
urethane coating is waterproof —
unaffected by rot or mildew. Multi
colored striped handle. Size: 20"
length x 10" depth. Nylon non-rust
zipper. Specify brown or tan.

DuPont Cordura® is a registered trademark

RED POINT PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 623
Quantity

•

Evanston, IL 60201

_________Dura® Day Pack
Color-

a

Quantity

Color-

$20.95

V

_________ Dura® Sport Duffel $13.75
Enclose □ Check □ Money Order
Add $1.00 ea. for shipping & handling

Name—

City-

-State-

Send
ORDER
TODAY
for Prompt
Ship
ment

-Zip-

THE SECRETS OUT. The all
new PRO RIDING SECRETS by
the Dirt Bike staff tells all. How
the Pros do it... How to read
any track ... Howto prep your
bike... etc.
This is one secret you'll want to
keep!
Make check or money order payable to: PRO RIDINGS SECRETS,
Box317, Encino, California91316.
Name__
Address.
City/State/Zip
(Please enclose $2 plus 50 cents postage and handling for each
copy ordered. Canada add$1 and all other foreign add $1.50
postage and handling for each copy ordered. All items will be
shipped by surface mail. U.S. funds please.)
DB/-1
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All-new hubs are found on the latest
RMs, with cen ter-pull spokes. The forks,
brakes and wheel assemblies are all
first-rate.

A call to U.S. Suzuki got us a reason
able alternative: use a Suzuki steering
head adjusting spanner. It’s long and
supplies enough leverage for the job.
Getting one might not be that easy,
but you can at least bug your local
shop to get one. Jeez! Another tool in
the old toolbox.
Bits and pieces

The reservoir for the rear shock is
way up front under the gas tank. It’s
routed past the pipe and engine, and
picks up some heat on the way forward.
Rebound damping is available by
flipping off a side panel and reaching
in under a black rubber cover on the
top of the shock. A knob resides there
and has four different positions avail
able. Number two or three should do
the job for most riders.
(continued on page 66)

ElmuD

The'No Hassle'way to transport your cycle!
☆ No leakage due to excessive pressure on shocks
* No more broken chains or loose webb straps
* No more unnecessary road checks
The Rigid Cycle Holddown can solve your
cycle transportation problems. Almost no
pressure on your shocks —helping to pre
vent shock leakage. It's easy to install, the
Rigid Cycle Holddown will adapt to most
any trailer and all trucks. Load and unload
your cycle in seconds. Durable, rustproof
aluminum construction. Guaranteed satis
faction with one year warranty.
ORDER YOURSTODAY-HERE'S HOW!
I want
set(s) of the Rigid Cycle Holddown
at a cost of $35 each plus $3 per set for postage
and handling each. Please send check or money
order to R&R Crawford Co., P.O. Box 184, Tell
City, IN 47586
Mastercard #________________ Exp-----------Visa# ______________________ Exp------------Name___________________________________
Address_________________________________
Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery

City/State/Zip

MOVING?
Use this form to
notify us at least
six weeks before
you move.

Please attach, in this space, the label from a
recent issue to insure proper address corrections.
Mail to:

DIRT BIKE MAGAZINE
Subscription Dept.
P.O. Box317, Encino, CA 91316

Brakes at both ends proved excel
lent. We also liked the new-style hubs.
Spoke loosening was no problem.
None of our people cared for the oldfashioned control levers and the stone
age throttle cable routing. One flipflop fall will easily break the throttle
guide where it exits the throttle hous
ing—that’s the end of the moto for you.
A non-folding shift lever comes on
the 125. Tsk, tsk. In this day and age?
Plan on taking the arms and pivots
of the Full Floater assembly apart reg
ularly. Clean and grease all points.
We like Bel-Ray Anti-Seize for this
maintenance.
After a few hours of riding, we cut
an inch off each side of the bars. Much
better. Those bars feel odd at first, but
once you put some time in on the bike,
learn to stay forward and relax your
arms, they aren’t a half-bad shape.
Keep an eye on the rear sprocket
bolts. Ours took a while to bed in
properly.
It would be a good idea to try a
Metzeler up front instead of the stock
Bridgestone. The rear tire was okay
while fresh.

Learn Motorcycle Repair

NEW ADDRESS:
Name____________

★ TRAIN AT HOME TO BE A

Motorcycle Mechanic

Add ress__________
City______________
State____________

SUZUKI RM125X
(continued from page 58)

If you like to ride a cycle
^
for fun... learn how to fix
it for profit! Can you imagine
a better way to earn your
living, whether you choose
to work in a cycle shop for
someone else or decide to
start your own cycle repair
business? Now, thanks to
North American, there’s a
fast, easy way to get training
at home in your spare time.
No need to quit school or your
job. Experts show you step-bv-step
everything from minor tune-ups
to major overhauls.

'v

-Zip-

'approved’

GOGGLE TEAROFFS

Street Bikes!
Dirt Bikes!
Choppers!

carenicena.r-i, JULY 1981

No More Fumbling!

CYCLES ARE BIG BUSINESS
...AND SO IS FIXING THEM!

New Pop Up Ring Pulled Tabs

Highest quality optical grade material. Stack 1-15.
Extenders included in each package to fit any goggle. Can be loaded left or right. Five
pieces per package, 50 packages per case. Distributor's name on each individual package.

There are more than S million cycles regis
tered In the U.S. today. Plus an estimated
million more dirt bikes. And they all need
maintenance. Opportunities vary In different
areas, and we cannot promise you a job. So
check out the lob opportunities In your own
neighborhood.

Distributor cost direct to youl Get a "SUPER PACK" of Superthin Tear-offs.
PACK OF25 ONLY $3,251
Hurry... offer expires May 31,1981. Regular price: — $ 1.95 per package of five.

INCLUDED TO START YOU FAST! SPECIAL
CYCLE TOOLS & TEST INSTRUMENTS

RACER'S SPECIAL - ORDER NOW!

Professional tools plus your North American
"know how" help you become a skilled
mechanic. We teach you how to use
wrenches, sockets, impact screwdrivers,
timing lights, electrical test instruments,
compression gauges, vacuum gauges,
degree wheels, soldering Irons, ignition
wrench sets, dial indicators and much,
much morel We even include a set of spe
cial cycle tools and instruments to get you
started fast! Find out all about it now. Send
for FREE CAREER INFORMATION. No cost,
no obligation ... now or everl Rush coupon
today.

ROSE NOVELTY CO. • 112 Gross Road • Mesquite • Texas • 75149 H
(214) 285-2826 or 285-2726

NAME

Coroors by Home Study

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
4500 Campus Drive, DeplEF06Tlewport Beach. CA92663

ADDRESS.

Rush free color brochure and full information on how I
can learn motorcycle repair. Check here for Gl or VA □.

CITY/STATE/ZIP

—AGE _

(Add 50 cents for postage and handling,)
ADDRESS _
LCITY___
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THE
FUNNIEST
MAGAZINE
IN
THE
WORLD!
Dirt Bike's Believe it or not. This is
the Crash & Burn of Crash £r Burns.
Be simply amazed at the many im
possible ways a man and his ma
chine can reak havoc. See for your
self the worst all-time crash of the
decade. Over 300 riders opened the
pages of Crash & Burn last year and
were surprised to find themselves as
CEtB stars. Are you in this issue?

Floater or sinker?

The bottom line: An excellent bike
with the finest rear suspension in its
class; a match up front for anything
else. It’ll work best on real motocross
tracks and absolutely shines in the
rough. How’s it stack up overall
against all the other 125s?
Well, next month we have our an
nual 125 MX Shootout, and, since we
gave you some tidy bits of information
early in this test, you’ll just have to
wait until then to find out who the
King of the Hill is for 1981.
One last thing: There will be more
than the Big Four 125s in our Shootout.
Possible surprises? □

You've got to see it to believe it!
Order yours today.
Make check or money order payable to: CRASH & BURN, Aug. '81, Box317, Encino, California 91316.
(Please enclose $2.50 plus75 cents pos
tage and handling for each copy ordered.
Canada add $1.50 and all other foreign
add $2.50 postage and handling for each
copy ordered. All items will be shipped
by surface mail. U.S. funds, please.)

I

Name_________________________________________ ■
|

Address_______________________________________ _
City/State/Zip_________________________________|

J

CASTRE .. . MAXIMUM PROTECTION
FOR THE MX WARS!

Protect your hands and eyes. Wear the best gloves and goggles, CASTRE!
Best protection. Best selection. Best quality. Best prices. CASTRE ... the best... period!

C-8000
HOT-CROSS
GLOVE
$27.95
RED-YELLOW.
NAVY-YELLOW

C-8900
WARRIOR
GLOVE
$29.95
RED, NAVY

C-8700
JUNIOR
HOT-CROSS
GLOVE
$14.95
RED-YELLOW,
NAVY-YELLOW

ORDER BLANK
Please send the following
post-paid items to:

C-3700 MOTOR CYCLE GOGGLE
$11.95
RED, YELLOW, NAVY, WHITE
C-3800 FOG-FREE
MOTORCYCLE GOGGLE
$18.95
NAVY, WHITE
A. Official Castre T-Shirt
of the finest quality blend
of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.
Blue with white lettering $5.00

@ js.qo

PATCH. 2 STICKERS @ $2.00

|One size fits all)

(Pa residents please add 6% sales tax)
OUAN.

quan

B. Blue and White Official Castre
nylon mesh cap with silver and blue
embroidered patch $5.00

Nam*________________________________________

C.

Addrcu-----------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL

City___________________ State__________ __ Zip___

CAP

Castre Patch and two blue
and white Castre Stickers. $2.00

CASTRE, INC.
836 Flory Mill Road
Lancaster. Penna. 17601
JUL Y1981 /DIRT BIKE
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